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ABSTRACT

The many unusual properties of the enigmatic AT2018cow suggested that at least some subset of the empirical class of fast blue
optical transients (FBOTs) represents a genuinely new astrophysical phenomenon. Unfortunately, the intrinsic rarity and fleeting
nature of these events have made it difficult to identify additional examples early enough to acquire the observations necessary
to constrain theoretical models. We present here the Zwicky Transient Facility discovery of AT2020xnd (ZTF20acigmel, the
“Camel”) at I = 0.243, the first unambiguous AT2018cow analog to be found and confirmed in real time. AT2018cow and
AT2020xnd share all key observational properties: a fast optical rise, sustained high photospheric temperature, absence of a
second peak attributable to ejection of a radioactively-heated stellar envelope, extremely luminous radio, millimetre, and X-ray
emission, and a dwarf-galaxy host. This supports the argument that AT2018cow-like events represent a distinct phenomenon
from slower-evolving radio-quiet supernovae, likely requiring a different progenitor or a different central engine. The sample
properties of the four known members of this class to date disfavour tidal disruption models but are consistent with the alternative
model of an accretion powered jet following the direct collapse of a massive star to a black hole. Contextual filtering of alert
streams combined with rapid photometric verification using multi-band imaging provides an efficient way to identify future
members of this class, even at high redshift.

Key words: transients: supernovae supernovae: individual: AT2020xnd
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1 INTRODUCTION

A typical supernova rises on a timescale of days to weeks and
fades away on a timescale of weeks to months (Villar et al. 2017;
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Perley et al. 2020). For stars that explode as supergiants, the rise
timescale is governed by the cooling of the shock-heated photo-
sphere and the fading timescale is governed by the gradual recom-
bination of the ejecta (Arnett 1980; Weiler 2003; Zampieri 2017).
For stars that explode in a compact state (stripped-envelope Wolf-
Rayet stars and white dwarfs), the emission from the shock breakout
and cooling is primarily at X-ray wavelengths and the rise and fall
in the optical band are instead dominated by the dispersal of heat
from newly-synthesized radioactive elements through the expanding
ejecta (Arnett 1982).

Over the past decade, a population of transients with fast rise times
(Crise ∼ 1−7 days), fast decay times (Cdecline,1/2 ∼ 3−12 days), and a
range of peak optical luminosities (−16 & "6,peak & −22) has been
uncovered by wide-area surveys, with the largest samples originating
from Pan-STARRS (PS1; Drout et al. 2014) and the Dark Energy
Survey (DES; Pursiainen et al. 2018). These are sometimes called
“Rapidly Evolving Transients” (RETs), “Fast-Blue Optical Tran-
sients” (FBOTs), or “Fast-Evolving Luminous Transients” (FELTs;
Rest et al. 2018). Events with these properties simultaneously require
an energetic shock, a large pre-explosion radius, and a low ejecta mass
(Inserra 2019). While this combination of parameters is unusual it
is not without precedent: type IIb supernovae, which are thought to
originate from the explosion of a compact star with an extended but
tenuous hydrogen atmosphere, show an initial early shock-breakout
peak similar in nature to FBOTs (e.g. Fremling et al. 2019). However,
the initial peak in type IIb SNe is not as luminous and it is followed
by a second radioactively-powered peak of comparable optical lumi-
nosity that is not seen in FBOTs. The poorly-understood class of Type
Ibn supernovae (Pastorello et al. 2007) also shows many similarities
to the DES/PS1 FBOTs (Fox & Smith 2019).

The seminal event in the understanding of this class was the discov-
ery of AT2018cow at 60 Mpc (Prentice et al. 2018). The rise to peak
was very fast (.3 days from explosion to peak), it was extremely lu-
minous at peak, and it faded quickly—properties characteristic of the
PS1 and DES FBOTs. However, after peak it displayed a number of
unexpected and indeed unprecedented behaviours: (a) the spectrum
remained continuum-dominated throughout, with a high blackbody
temperature (>10000 K) and a photosphere that expanded rapidly
before peak but then propagated inward (Perley et al. 2019); (b) it
was extremely luminous at radio and millimetre wavelengths, with a
millimetre light curve that did not reach maximum for several weeks
(Ho et al. 2019); (c) it was also luminous at X-ray wavelengths, and
showed an erratic light curve that flickered repeatedly up and down
by a factor of ten in flux on timescales of days (Ho et al. 2019;
Margutti et al. 2019; Kuin et al. 2019; Rivera Sandoval et al. 2018).
Additionally, late-time spectra were dominated by intermediate-
width lines of hydrogen and helium.

These properties impose several additional stringent requirements
on the progenitor. The lack of a second peak implies that it did
not produce a large amount of radioactive nickel or unbound ejecta
(Perley et al. 2019). The high radio luminosity and late millimetre
peak imply dense circumstellar material (CSM) beyond the optical
photospheric radius (Ho et al. 2019). The rapid X-ray variability re-
quires a compact and long-lived central engine (or perhaps a complex
shock in a confined structure) that is either exposed to the viewer or
lightly screened (Margutti et al. 2019; Ho et al. 2019).

A variety of models have appeared in the literature attempting to
explain this combination of properties. Electron-capture supernovae
and fallback supernovae are commonly appealed to since both nat-
urally explain the low ejecta mass, with either a proto-magnetar or
an accretion-powered jet invoked to explain the fast rise and lumi-
nous X-ray/radio emission (Perley et al. 2019; Margutti et al. 2019;

Quataert et al. 2019; Lyutikov & Toonen 2019; Piro & Lu 2020).
However, many other models exist, including a range of models that
associate AT2018cow with an unusual tidal disruption event (involv-
ing an intermediate-mass or even stellar-mass black hole) rather than
an unusual supernova (Kuin et al. 2019; Perley et al. 2019; Liu et al.
2018; Uno & Maeda 2020; Kremer et al. 2020).

A challenge in distinguishing different models is the fact that only
a single well-observed event exists (AT2018cow itself). While the
data set for this event is excellent, it is unknown whether any of its
qualitative or quantitative properties are essential to the phenomenon
(as opposed to peculiar features of this event alone). It is plausible
to assume that some of the DES and PS1 FBOTs represent the same
generic phenomenon, but some members of these samples may be
physically unrelated: for example, many exhibit a much lower peak
luminosity or show evidence of cooling towards standard recombi-
nation temperatures, and no firm constraints exist on their behaviour
outside the optical band. Thus, while the DES/PS1 samples are quite
large and have been analyzed in some detail (Wiseman et al. 2020),
the bulk sample properties cannot confidently be held to be indicative
of the nature of AT2018cow. As a result there is no firm constraint
on the cosmic rate, typical host-galaxy environment, or degree of
internal diversity among other examples of this phenomenon.

Recently, two additional AT2018cow-like objects have been re-
ported in the literature: CSS161010 (Coppejans et al. 2020) and
ZTF18abvkwla (“Koala”, Ho et al. 2020b). Both of these events show
very luminous radio emission lasting for months following the op-
tical event; both also originated from dwarf galaxies (the host of
ZTF18abvkwla is very strongly star-forming, that of CSS161010
much less so). Unfortunately, in neither case was the nature of the
transient recognized early enough in its evolution to motivate a fast
and deep optical campaign to establish the temperature evolution in
detail1 or an early X-ray campaign to search for rapid variability.

In this paper, we present the discovery of AT2020xnd
(ZTF20acigmel, a.k.a. “The Camel”), a fast optical transient very
similar to AT2018cow that was identified in real time using the
Zwicky Transient Facility (ZTF; Bellm et al. 2019a; Graham et al.
2019) via our custom search pipeline. We outline our discovery pro-
cess and present the deep optical follow-up observations that our
early discovery enabled. We demonstrate that, like AT2018cow, this
event showed no classical, radioactively-powered supernova, it re-
mained very blue until late times, and it was extremely luminous
across the electromagnetic spectrum. These properties suggest that
the key features of AT2018cow are shared by other members of the
class and indeed are likely the defining aspects of the phenomenon,
fundamentally separating AT2018cow and its ilk from other fast-
rising transients. Our discovery also provides a road-map for gradu-
ally building up samples of well-observed events in the coming years
using high-cadence surveys.

2 OBSERVATIONS

2.1 ZTF Discovery

ZTF is an optical time-domain facility conducting a series of tran-
sient surveys (Bellm et al. 2019b) using the 48-inch Oschin Schimdt
Telescope at Palomar Observatory. These include a public survey in
6 and A (conducted at three-day cadence through September 2020
and two-day cadence from October 2020) and a one-day cadence

1 Some optical follow-up of CSS161010 was acquired but the light curve is
not yet published.
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Figure 1. RGB false-colour D/6/A image of the transient from the Liverpool
Telescope 3 days after peak (left panel), compared to late-time VLT D/6/'
imaging 26 days after peak (right panel). The source is distinctly blue at early
times. The host galaxy probably dominates the flux in the VLT measurement.

Caltech survey in 6 and A . The ZTF observing system is described
in Dekany et al. (2020), and images are processed with the ZTF
real-time reduction and image subtraction pipeline at the Infrared
Processing & Analysis Center (Masci et al. 2019). Each 5-f detec-
tion in a subtracted image is registered as an “alert” (Patterson et al.
2019), and each alert receives machine-learning based real-bogus
scores, one based on a random-forest classifier (Mahabal et al. 2019)
and one based on a neural network (Duev et al. 2019). The three
nearest Pan-STARRS (Flewelling et al. 2020) sources receive a star-
galaxy score to assist with identifying stellar vs. extragalactic tran-
sients (Tachibana & Miller 2018). The alert stream is distributed to
a variety of community brokers; the one used for this paper was
kowalski2 .

One of the primary goals of ZTF, particularly with the higher-
cadence surveys, is to find fast extragalactic transients such as
gamma-ray burst afterglows and AT2018cow-like events. To this
end, a filter has been set up with the following criteria:

• A deep-learning based real-bogus score exceeding 0.65
• At least two detections, with a duration between them exceeding

20 minutes
• A Galactic latitude exceeding 15 deg
• A criterion to remove artifacts from nearby bright stars (similar

to that employed in Perley et al. 2020)
• No coincident stellar counterpart (does not have a PS1 catalog

match with a star-galaxy score exceeding 0.76 within 2 arcsec)
• Detected at a magnitude brighter than 20 mag

The resulting candidates are then sorted into four groups:

1. New transients (those with no previous detections prior to the
current night).

2. High-redshift transients (those with a DESI Legacy Imaging
Survey DR8 (hereafter “Legacy Survey”; Dey et al. 2019) counter-
part within three arcseconds with a photometric redshift exceeding
0.4)

3. Fast-peaking transients: transients with a light curve that has
peaked, i.e. has pre- and post-detections 1-sigma below peak, and
where the time from half-max to max is under five days, as per
Ho et al. (2020b).

4. Fast-evolving transients: transients that rise more rapidly than 1
mag/day or fade more rapidly than 0.3 mag/day (see Andreoni et al.
2020).

2 https://github.com/dmitryduev/kowalski

Every day, one of us (DAP, AYQH, YY) scans the resulting data
stream, which usually has roughly 20 candidates. In addition, once
per week forced photometry is run on all transients from the pre-
vious week, to identify candidates missed because of sub-threshold
detections.

ZTF20acigmel passed the filter on 2020-10-12 under criterion 2
above: it is a new source coincident with a faint extended Legacy
Survey source (type “REX”) with a high photometric redshift (I =

1.33+0.76
−0.40; Zhou et al. 2021). It was not immediately identified as a

transient of interest during scanning: the event was relatively faint
(6 ∼ 19.7 mag, A ∼ 20.1 mag), and the most recent upper limit
was three days prior and relatively shallow (A > 20.2 mag). It was
identified as a candidate again on 2020-10-14 following a slight rise
in flux and also not saved. On 2020-10-16 it was flagged a third time,
and by this time it has faded significantly from the peak, suggesting
fast evolution. It was saved as a candidate and registered to TNS,
and the Liverpool Telescope (Steele et al. 2004) was triggered for
follow-up observations. Follow-up observations were organized and
coordinated using the GROWTH Marshal (Kasliwal et al. 2019).

After the transient had faded, we re-ran forced photometry for all
observations of the field using the average position for all measure-
ments (J2000 coordinates U=22:20:02.014, X=−02:50:25.35). This
photometry is given in Table 1.

2.2 LT Observations

We obtained imaging observations using the 2m robotic Liverpool
Telescope (LT) on two successive nights (beginning at approximately
2020-10-17 00:07 UT and 2020-10-17 20:34 UT, respectively), us-
ing 60-second exposures in all five Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS)
filters (D6A8I). AT2020xnd was well-detected in all bands in both of
these observations (Figure 1). (A longer observation was also ob-
tained on 2020-10-20, although weather conditions were poor and
only unconstraining upper limits were obtained.) The magnitude of
the transient was measured in all images using basic aperture pho-
tometry (aperture radius 1.5′′), calibrated against SDSS secondary
reference stars.

Comparison to the P48 observations confirmed a rapid drop in
flux: by 0.5± 0.1 mag over the 3 days between the epoch of apparent
maximum light and the first LT observation, then another 0.3 ± 0.1
during just the next 20.5 hours (both measurements are in 6-band).
The observed colour was very blue (D − 6 = −0.42 ± 0.05 mag in
the first LT epoch and D − 6 = −0.52 ± 0.10 mag in the second
LT epoch, after correcting for Galactic reddening of � (� − +) =

0.07 mag; Schlafly & Finkbeiner 2011). Blue colours are commonly
observed in young supernovae and in cataclysmic variables, but both
the degree of the colour and its persistence almost 1 mag into the
decline are unusual. However, persistent blue colours after peak were
a hallmark of AT2018cow (Perley et al. 2019). This, in combination
with the Legacy Survey detection of a probable host galaxy, motivated
additional follow-up, in particular spectroscopy (§2.7).

2.3 P60 Observations

Additional imaging observations were acquired with the Rainbow
Camera (RC) of the Spectral Energy Distribution Machine (SEDM)
on the Palomar 60-inch telescope (Blagorodnova et al. 2018). Ob-
servations were taken using all four filters (D6A8) and reduced using
the basic RC pipeline, and photometry was performed following the
procedures of Fremling et al. (2016). Due to the fading of the source
and limited sensitivity of the detector only upper limits were obtained

MNRAS 000, 1–11 (2021)
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Figure 2. LRIS spectra of AT2020xnd, acquired two days apart and approximately one week after the peak of the optical light curve. The first spectrum is shown
in black; the second spectrum is shown in red and has been rescaled in flux to match the first (in A -band). Theoretical blackbody spectra are also shown as thick
curves, and a spectrum of AT2018cow at similar phase also plotted for comparison. Both spectra are featureless, although there is a hint of an extremely broad
absorption feature centred around 4000Å (rest frame) in the first spectrum. The Mg II __2796,2803 narrow absorption doublet is seen in both spectra along
with possible low-significance detection of absorption lines of Mg I and Fe II (large inset), and weak emission from HU (small inset).

in D-band, but detections confirming continued fading of the source
were secured in all three remaining filters on 2020-10-20 and 2020-
10-21. After that time, the event became too faint to secure useful
detections with SEDM.

2.4 GIT Observations

On 2020-10-20 at 13:45 UT, we started imaging observations of
AT2020xnd on the 0.7m GROWTH-India Telescope (GIT) located at
the Indian Astronomical Observatory (IAO), Hanle-Ladakh (India).
The data were acquired in A ′ band with multiple 300 sec exposures
for four successive nights, although only an upper limit was obtained
on 2020-10-23 due to poor observing conditions. Reduction was
performed using the standard GIT pipeline. PSF photometry of the
transient was performed with PS1 stars as a reference.

2.5 NTT Observations

Follow-up was provided using the ESO Faint Object Spectrograph
and Camera (EFOSC2) on the 3.6m New Technology Telescope
(NTT) at La Silla as part of the ePESSTO+ project (Smartt et al.
2015). Two epochs were acquired: the first on 2020-10-20 (D6A8,
under dark conditions) and the second on 2020-10-23 (6 and A only,
under bright conditions). A basic reduction of the data was performed
using IDL, and photometry of AT2020xnd was performed using an
aperture radius of 1.0 arcsec.

2.6 VLT Imaging Observations

We obtained several epochs of imaging using FORS2 on the Very
Large Telescope at Paranal, Chile, under DDT proposal 106.21U2.
Observations were obtained in the 6A8 filters on UT 2020-11-03,
2020-11-04, 2020-11-05, 2020-11-09, 2020-11-14, and 2020-12-06.

(Additionally, D-band observations were obtained on 2020-11-14.)
An image of the field is shown in Figure 1. Reduction and photometry
were performed using the same method as for the NTT observations.
Because no image subtraction was performed, these measurements
include (and at this epoch, are likely dominated by) the host galaxy.

2.7 Keck/LRIS Spectroscopy

We obtained spectroscopy of AT2020xnd using the Low-Resolution
Imaging Spectrometer (LRIS; Oke et al. 1995) on the Keck I Tele-
scope on 2020-10-19 and 2020-10-21. Observations were reduced
using LPipe (Perley 2019). Both spectra (Figure 2) show a very hot,
blue continuum with no easily-identifiable broad features.

A series of narrow absorption lines are superimposed on the con-
tinuum of both spectra. The strong Mg II __2797,2801 doublet,
redshifted to I = 0.2433, is prominent in both observations. Mg I
_2852 and Fe II _2600 may also be present (at lower significance).
These features establish I = 0.2433 as a minimum redshift. No other
absorption lines are observed, although a weak, narrow emission line
of HU is also seen in both spectra at a consistent redshift, which if at-
tributed to the host galaxy fixes this as the redshift of the transient. We
will assume I = 0.2433 throughout this paper. (We assume a basic
cosmology of Ω" = 0.3, ΩΛ = 0.7, ℎ = 0.7; implying DM = 40.44
mag.)

The spectra show some deviation from a simple blackbody curve,
with a slight depression in flux between approximately 3000-5000 Å
in the rest frame. There is some uncertainty in the exact shape of the
spectrum due to uncertain atmospheric corrections and wavelength-
dependent slit losses as well as limited wavelength overlap between
the blue and red arms of the spectrograph. However, the spectra and
the close-to-simultaneous LT photometry self-consistently suggest a
depression in flux in the vicinity of the observed 6-band (rest-frame
wavelengths between 3500-4500 Å), similar to what was observed

MNRAS 000, 1–11 (2021)
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Table 1. Photometry of AT2020xnd.

MJD Instrument filter mag0 unc. ABmag1

59134.17188 P48+ZTF A 20.52 0.16 20.34
59134.18359 P48+ZTF A 20.08 0.09 19.90
59134.22656 P48+ZTF 6 19.68 0.06 19.43
59134.22656 P48+ZTF 6 19.69 0.07 19.43
59135.26953 P48+ZTF A 19.74 0.07 19.56
59136.17578 P48+ZTF A 19.87 0.09 19.70
59136.21094 P48+ZTF 6 19.49 0.05 19.23
59136.21484 P48+ZTF 6 19.51 0.05 19.26
59138.13281 P48+ZTF A 19.92 0.10 19.74
59138.19531 P48+ZTF 6 20.00 0.09 19.74
59138.19531 P48+ZTF 6 20.07 0.10 19.81
59139.19141 P48+ZTF 6 20.07 0.09 19.82
59140.16797 P48+ZTF 6 20.66 0.13 20.41
59140.17969 P48+ZTF 6 20.53 0.11 20.28
59140.23047 P48+ZTF A 20.78 0.16 20.60
59141.17188 P48+ZTF A 20.91 0.28 20.74
59142.14453 P48+ZTF A 21.01 0.19 20.83
59142.14453 P48+ZTF A 21.14 0.23 20.97
59143.20703 P48+ZTF 6 21.31 0.23 21.06
59143.22656 P48+ZTF A 21.48 0.27 21.30
59139.00391 LT+IOO 6 20.20 0.02 19.95
59139.00781 LT+IOO A 20.25 0.04 20.07
59139.00781 LT+IOO 8 20.44 0.05 20.31
59139.00781 LT+IOO I 20.44 0.14 20.32
59139.01172 LT+IOO D 19.87 0.05 19.58
59139.85938 LT+IOO 6 20.51 0.07 20.26
59139.85938 LT+IOO A 20.47 0.04 20.29
59139.85938 LT+IOO 8 20.75 0.07 20.62
59139.86328 LT+IOO I 20.77 0.21 20.65
59139.86328 LT+IOO D 20.08 0.07 19.79
59142.62891 GIT A 21.52 0.06 21.35
59143.70703 GIT A 21.69 0.06 21.52
59145.67578 GIT A 22.11 0.07 21.93
59144.41406 Swift+UVOT D 20.35 0.25 21.03
59151.46875 Swift+UVOT F1 21.64 0.36 22.70
59142.09375 P60+SEDM A 20.95 0.14 20.77
59142.09766 P60+SEDM 6 21.04 0.09 20.79
59143.10156 P60+SEDM A 21.29 0.14 21.11
59143.10547 P60+SEDM 6 21.60 0.12 21.35
59143.10938 P60+SEDM 8 21.32 0.20 21.19
59145.06641 NTT+EFOSC2 D 21.60 0.07 21.31
59145.07422 NTT+EFOSC2 6 21.83 0.03 21.58
59145.08203 NTT+EFOSC2 A 21.95 0.04 21.77
59145.09375 NTT+EFOSC2 8 22.08 0.06 21.95
59147.03906 NTT+EFOSC2 A 22.31 0.11 22.13
59147.06250 NTT+EFOSC2 6 22.29 0.07 22.04
59156.03125 VLT+FORS2 6 23.47 0.05 23.22
59156.04297 VLT+FORS2 ' 23.41 0.05 23.23
59156.05078 VLT+FORS2 � 23.41 0.05 23.28
59157.02734 VLT+FORS2 6 23.67 0.03 23.42
59157.03906 VLT+FORS2 A 23.53 0.05 23.35
59157.05078 VLT+FORS2 8 23.76 0.07 23.63
59158.07812 VLT+FORS2 6 23.81 0.05 23.56
59158.07812 VLT+FORS2 ' 23.62 0.04 23.44
59158.08984 VLT+FORS2 � 23.65 0.09 23.52
59162.06250 VLT+FORS2 6 24.02 0.03 23.77
59162.07422 VLT+FORS2 ' 23.81 0.05 23.63
59162.08594 VLT+FORS2 � 23.75 0.07 23.62
59167.02344 VLT+FORS2 D 24.71 0.16 24.42
59167.04297 VLT+FORS2 6 24.39 0.12 24.14
59167.05078 VLT+FORS2 ' 23.99 0.10 23.81
59167.05469 VLT+FORS2 � 23.73 0.14 23.60
59189.02734 VLT+FORS2 6 25.07 0.18 24.82
59189.03906 VLT+FORS2 ' 24.51 0.14 24.33
59189.04297 VLT+FORS2 � 23.81 0.14 23.68
0 In standard reference system for the filter; not corrected for extinction.
1 Corrected for Galactic extinction.

in spectra of AT2018cow at similar phases after peak (Perley et al.
2019). A spectrum of AT2018cow at a similar phase (from the Dis-
covery Channel Telescope about six days after the peak; the flux has
been rescaled) is shown for comparison in Figure 2.

2.8 Multiwavelength Observations

After the confirmation of AT2020xnd as an extragalactic, fast-
evolving transient we also obtained extensive observations at ra-
dio and millimetre wavelengths, and a series of X-ray observa-
tions were also acquired using the Swift X-Ray Telescope (XRT)
and the Chandra X-ray Telescope. (Swift simultaneously acquired
Ultraviolet-Optical Telescope (UVOT) observations, which secured
only marginal detections of the transient.) The transient is lu-
minous at radio, millimeter, and X-ray wavelengths (Ho et al.
2020a; Matthews et al. 2020), further confirming its similarity to
AT2018cow. The inferred properties of the forward shock will be
presented in separate work by Ho et al.

3 ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 A Fast-Peaking Optical Transient

The optical light curve of 2020xnd is plotted in Figure 3. Overplotted
for reference as solid lines is the light curve of AT2018cow, interpo-
lated as in Perley et al. (2019). Colours are matched approximately
by rest-frame filter bandpass (for AT2018cow we plot UVW1, u, g,
and r to match the colours of u, g, r, and i, respectively). No offsets
have been applied, although the reference time (C0 at MJD 59132.0)
was chosen for the best match to AT2018cow.

While there is some uncertainty regarding the exact time of the
peak and the nature of the rise (due to limited sampling and non-
negligible photometric errors), the light curves are strikingly similar.
The peak absolute AB magnitude ("_) of AT 2020xnd is approxi-
mately "5000 = −20.4 or "3900 = −20.7. The total time above half
peak is about 6 days as observed (two days to rise from half-peak,
then four days to decay an equivalent amount) or 5 days in the rest-
frame. These values are quite similar to those inferred for AT2018cow
("4600 = −20.4, C1/2 ∼ 4.5d; Perley et al. 2019), and quite unlike
nearly all other transients found by ZTF to date (Perley et al. 2020).

3.2 A Persistently Blue, Hot Transient

The spectrum and spectral energy distribution (SED) of AT2020xnd
imply a hot photosphere peaking well into the ultraviolet that persists
throughout the observed evolution of the transient. In Figure 2 we
show both epochs of spectroscopy and SEDs from two (close in time)
epochs of Liverpool Telescope photometry.

We fit the multiband photometry from the first two LT epochs (at
C = 7.01 and C = 7.86 observer-frame days after C0) and the first NTT
epoch (at C = 13.08 days) to a simple blackbody model. The effective
temperature across all three epochs is very high () = 20000 ± 2000)
and does not evolve between the first and last epochs to within the
uncertainties. The effective blackbody radius moves inward, from
' = 80 ± 30 AU at 7 days to ' = 39 ± 5 AU at 13 days.3

These are similar values to AT2018cow at equivalent times
(Perley et al. 2019) and the physical implications are also similar:
the photosphere is inconsistent with a dense sphere of expanding

3 Since the host extinction is unknown, these are technically lower limits on
the temperature and upper limits on the radius.
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luminosity SN Ic-BL SN2002ap (dashed curve; from Mazzali et al. 2002).
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denote the epochs of the two spectra shown in Figure 2.

ejecta such as that seen in ordinary supernovae. While a recessing
photosphere can occur within an expanding explosion if the opacity
drops quickly enough, it would be surprising for this to happen in ma-
terial that remains far above the recombination temperature at small
radii. (We would also expect to observe strong emission lines during
this transition.) We conclude that, as was the case for AT2018cow,
the emission from AT2020xnd originates from an entirely different
component, such as a confined ejecta torus close to the central engine
or dense shell of pre-existing material.

3.3 No Evidence For A Radioactively-Powered Supernova

The successful explosion of a massive star is expected to produce a
large amount of hot, dense, freely-expanding ejecta. In the previous
section, we argue that such a component cannot reproduce the early-
time evolution of AT2020xnd. However, if AT2020xnd originates
from a star that successfully exploded, we might still expect to see
the ejecta at later times once this lower-luminosity component is no
longer outshined by the hot blue component.

Analysis of the late-time behaviour of this transient is complicated
by the presence of the host galaxy, which is of comparable luminosity
to the transient during our late observations with the VLT and NTT.
The galaxy is marginally detected in the Legacy Survey with quoted
magnitudes of 6 = 24.85−0.34

+0.52 , A = 24.08−0.40
+0.65 , I = 23.96−0.60

+1.47 (2f
uncertainties). The Legacy Survey images are much shallower than
our late-time VLT images, so they are not useful for subtracting the
host galaxy flux from those observations.

To constrain the late-time flux of the transient, we assume two
different extreme scenarios to bracket the possible evolution. To pro-
duce upper limits on the late-time flux, we assume all of the measured
flux originates from the transient, and place a downward-pointing tri-
angle on Figure 3 at 2f above the measurement. To produce a lower
limit, we assume a maximum allowed host-galaxy flux of 2f above
the final VLT measurement, and subtract this from all previous mea-
surements. This is plotted as an upward-pointing arrow.

The maximum luminosity of any supernova component in
AT2020xnd at C ∼ 30 days is −16.5 AB mag (a!a ∼ 1042 erg/s).

This is comparable to the underluminous Type Ic 2002ap (Foley et al.
2003; Mazzali et al. 2002), which is shown for reference in Figure 3),
or to low-luminosity Type II SNe. This limit is very conservative—
not only does it neglect the (probably substantial) contribution of
the host galaxy but it also does not take into account the continued
presence of the blue component, which will also still be contributing
to (and probably dominating) the emission at these times. A late-time
host-galaxy measurement will be required to put tight limits on SN-
like emission from this transient, but we can clearly rule out a bright
supernova component and suggest that even a low-luminosity one is
quite unlikely. This implies that, if the progenitor is a massive star,
it either expelled very little material or produced minimal radioac-
tive nickel. Low-luminosity Ib/c and SN II have characteristic nickel
masses of between 10−2 to 10−1 "⊙ (Müller et al. 2017): assuming
a similar degree of radiation trapping in the slow ejecta, the amount
synthesised and expelled by AT2020xnd must have been significantly
less than this. The "',peak − " (56Ni) relation of Dessart et al.

(2016) would imply a limit of " (56Ni) < 0.02"⊙ .
Extremely low-luminosity (and nickel-poor) supernovae are not

unprecedented (Hamuy 2003; Pastorello et al. 2004). However, it is
notable that such a nickel-poor event is occurring alongside one
of the most energetic radio transients known (Ho et al. 2021, in
prep). Known radio-luminous transients associated with the deaths of
massive stars are without exception accompanied by quite energetic
supernovae (Weiler et al. 2002). This could suggest that the transient
is not powered by a massive star at all (a possibility at odds with the
dwarf star-forming nature of the host population; see next section),
or that failure of the accompanying supernova is intrinsic to the
phenomenon.

3.4 A Dwarf Host Galaxy With Modest Star-Formation

While a sizeable population of photometrically-identified fast-
luminous transients exists and has now been subject to detailed
sample analysis (Pursiainen et al. 2018; Wiseman et al. 2020), it is
not yet clear how many of these are true AT2018cow-like events
versus other fast phenomena (such as classical Type Ibn SNe, or
“ordinary” SN types with luminous shock-cooling peaks whose sec-
ondary rise was missed). The sample of confirmed AT2018cow-like
transients remains very small, although all three events published to
date were localized to star-forming dwarf galaxies (Perley et al. 2020;
Ho et al. 2020b; Coppejans et al. 2020) and this appears to be true of
the broader (spectroscopically-unconfirmed) fast-luminous transient
population from DES as well (Wiseman et al. 2020).

AT2020xnd continues this trend. There is insufficient data to fit
an SED model to the host photometry (only three low-S/N detec-
tions from the Legacy Survey are available), although the optical
luminosity (absolute magnitude −16.2) is consistent with a stellar
mass between 3 × 107"⊙ and 3 × 108"⊙ (Blanton et al. 2011) and
typical of galaxies with stellar mass of ∼ 108 "⊙ , similar to the
Small Magellanic Cloud. The star-formation rate is low: assuming
that the weak emission feature seen in our LRIS spectra is indeed
HU emission from the galaxy (and assuming no host extinction), we
measure a star-formation rate of SFR = 0.020±0.005"⊙ yr−1, which
is fairly characteristic of SN host galaxies of this mass at low redshift
(Taggart & Perley 2019).

These observations continue to build the case that AT2018cow-like
transients occur primarily (perhaps, exclusively) in dwarf galaxies,
similar to superluminous supernovae and long-duration gamma-ray
bursts. The modest specific star formation rate suggests that an ex-
tremely young population age or high volumetric star-formation rate
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LVLS symbol sizes are weighted by SFR for better visual comparison to the
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density is not a precondition, which disfavours (although does not
rule out) models that require a modified IMF or extensive dynamical
interactions, effects expected only in the most extreme star-forming
environments such as proto-globular clusters. The basic physical
properties of the host galaxies for the four AT2018cow-like events
with confirmed luminous radio emission are shown in Figure 4.
While all four are low-mass galaxies, only ZTF18abkwla has been
shown to be forming stars at an elevated rate. Recently-published IFU
spectroscopy and millimetre observations of the host of AT2018cow
(Lyman et al. 2020; Morokuma-Matsui et al. 2019) likewise argue
against the notion of an elevated stellar or star-formation-rate density
being essential for the production of the progenitor of this class.

4 CONCLUSIONS

We report the discovery and early characterization of AT 2020xnd,
a fast-luminous optical transient at I = 0.2433. The transient shares
all key properties with AT2018cow: fast rise, high peak luminosity,
featureless thermal spectrum, persistent blue colour throughout the
decay, luminous radio emission, and a low-mass host galaxy whose
star-formation rate is not particularly elevated. Its spectrum may
contain high-velocity photospheric features at early times, although
we do not know whether it showed narrow emission components at
late times.

These observations suggest that the peculiar properties of
AT2018cow are in fact typical of a new class of fast, energetic tran-
sients. They also reveal a sharp distinction between these events and

others that occupy the same general region of luminosity-duration
phase space (Perley et al. 2020): for example Type Ibn supernovae
and shock-cooling emission from Type IIb supernovae, whose optical
properties are somewhat less extreme and do not produce luminous
radio emission. Understanding the nature of this mysterious class of
AT2018cow-like astrophysical transients will require an integrative
model that explains all of their key features: in particular, the strong
contrast between an energetic high-velocity shock with the absence
of a nickel-powered supernova.

An updated discussion of progenitor models in the complete con-
text of the optical, radio, and X-ray data of this event will be deferred
for upcoming work by Ho et al. For now, however, qualitative ar-
guments seem to point towards a variant of the failed-supernova
scenario first proposed by Perley et al. (2019), in which the transient
is produced by a jet driven by fallback accretion onto a black hole.
The association with low-mass but otherwise typical star-forming
galaxies argues for a massive stellar origin (and against alternative
models involving tidal disruption of a star around a pre-existing
intermediate-mass black hole), and the absence of a classical SN
counterpart implies that most of the star’s mass was not ejected.
The hydrogen- and helium-rich late-time spectra of AT2018cow also
support this model, although observations of this type could not be
obtained for AT2020xnd.

If this model is correct, we should continue to observe the key
features of AT2018cow and AT2020xnd in further members of this
newly-recognized class of events. Our observations demonstrate an
effective method for rapidly identifying new candidates in the future.
A rapid rise to flux well above that of its host galaxy, followed by im-
mediate fading, is an identifying feature—although as this property
is shared with cataclysmic variables additional criteria are necessary.
Angular extension of the candidate host in deep imaging surveys can
provide an effective means of eliminating the majority of Galactic
cataclysmic variables from consideration, with multi-band photo-
metric follow-up with 1–2 meter class telescopes immediately after
peak providing a useful additional screening method to rapidly vet
candidates for spectroscopy.

Even more robust filtering of false positives would be possible
if reliable multi-colour host photometric redshifts, or even spectro-
scopic redshifts, of intermediate-redshift faint galaxies were widely
available across most of the sky. While the apparently high-redshift
nature of its host galaxy (as given by the Legacy Survey) allowed
AT2020xnd to pass our filter, this was in some ways a coincidence:
the true redshift was lower than the (wide) constraint provided by
the 3-band Legacy Survey. Fortunately, over the coming decade
the redshift completeness is poised to rapidly increase, with sev-
eral large galaxy surveys in preparation including DESI, 4MOST,
VLT/MOONS, and Rubin/LSST. When combined with future high-
cadence wide-field surveys similar to ZTF, this will allow far more
robust redshift/luminosity-based filtering than is currently possible
while also permitting candidates to be identified and followed up
even more rapidly.
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telescope archives.
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